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ABSTRACT
Network dynamics has always been a meaningful topic deserving
exploration in the realm of academy. previous network models con-
tain two parts: (1) generating structure as per user property; (2)
changing property as per network structure. Properties in these
models, however, cannot be interpreted to concept in prevalent
social theories or empirical truth. Also, they usually treat everyone
in an uniform fashion. While such assumption is quite misguid-
ing, and thus saliently limits their performance. To overcome these
flaws, we devise a personalized evolving model for social network
and opinion (PENO), where citizens’ ideology is revealed by vari-
able opinions and four dimensions of personality are considered for
each entity - leadership, openness, agreeableness, and neuroticism.
Opinion propagates via social tie, tie generates from opinion affinity,
and personalities integrally work with opinion and tie across evolu-
tion. To our best knowledge, PENO is the first attempt to introduce
personality impact in network dynamics and verify social science
with reasonable visualization during simulation. We also present
its probabilistic graph and conceive iterative learning algorithm.
Experiments show PENO outperforms several state-of-the-art base-
lines over two typical prediction tasks - congress voting prediction
for legislative bills and friendship prediction on a book-commenting
website. Finally, we discuss its scalability to do multi-task learning
and transfer learning in daily scenarios.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social network → Information network; • Dynamic net-
work→ Network evolution; • Social relationship→ Tie;
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1 INTRODUCTION
As the variety and popularity of information networks increase,
network study have become a prevalent topic in academia and
industry. Understanding how network evolves over time, not only
help us to mine potential partners in future, but also provides advice
to plan travel route, predict election outcomes and a variety of social
applications.What is more, it serves as a guideline to regulate group,
which is crucial for managers like government and enterprises.
However, network evolution involves both temporal association
and spatial interaction, making it an incredibly complex process
for research: In the one hand, individuals form ties or break old
ones as per their property (e.g. idealogy or interest); In another
hand, everyone convey his unique impact to friends and receive
reciprocally, thus properties propagate via social ties over time.

Due to the significance of understanding evolution, many works
have been conducted to analyze and model network dynamics[4, 10,
12, 20, 21, 25]. But most factors in these works are not explainable
to fit recognized social theories or empirical truth. And they usu-
ally treat everyone without any distinctiveness. In fact, individual
presents innate diversity in social activities[14]. This misleading as-
sumption strongly limits their performance. Inspired by the concept
of information propagation [31] and widely recognized psychology
foundation[5, 24], we propose a personalized evolving model for
social network and opinion (PENO) to resolve these issues: Variable
properties represent citizens’ opinion and four kinds of personality
factors are considered for each individual - leadership, openness,
agreeableness, and neuroticism. Opinion propagates via social tie,
tie generates from opinion affinity[23], and personalities determine
the willing or capacity how greatly a person influence others (lead-
ership), receive other views (agreeableness), make novel friends
(openness), and be disturbed by exception from environment (neu-
roticism).

Saliently distinguished from previous works, we aim to under-
stand the dynamics of social network from idealogy and psychology
perspective. To this end, we investigate opinion propagation mech-
anism and the feature of opinion for forming ties at individual
level. A novel iteration model is carefully devised where network
topology and personal idealogy evolves together. Simulation shows
that our model is promising in verifying social science (e.g. opinion
convergence[26] and leadership effect[24]). By learning opinions
and personalities from observed data, our model also significantly
outperforms the state-of-art dynamic network approaches in two
typical tasks - predicting legislative votes and the friendship on
an article-sharing website. The distribution of learnt personalities
also reveal group feature and discover some actual leaders over
periods. Its potential in human-centered applications with respect
to multi-task learning and transfer learning is discussed.
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Figure 1: opinion propagation from moment t to moment
t+1 (yellownodes are opinion, blue nodes are opinion trends,
and grey nodes are personalities,green node ismutual social
impact between persons)

To our best knowledge, this is the very first attempt to incorpo-
rate personality effect into dynamic network model. The contribu-
tion in this paper includes:

• We propose a unified model that captures correlated evolution
feature of network topology and latent properties at individual
level. Thanks to carefully devised mechanism, our model can be
visualized during simulation. This provides a promising method
to verify social science through computation.

• Given network graph series data, our model is capable to learn
individual properties from observed history. Experiments not
only show our advantage over the state-of-art approaches in two
typical prediction tasks, but also reveal social feature of a group
and discover some of its actual leaders.

• We give the first attempt to model network dynamics from ide-
alogy and psychology perspective by introducing personality.
In fact, it serves as an innate property for entity so that can be
shared in a variety of human-centered applications. Our model
implies a novel vision to ground multi-task learning or transfer
learning on network evolution.

2 PRELIMINARY DESCRIPTION
In dynamic social network, individuals can be expressed as a group
of nodes. For a pair of nodes, whether they are tied with the other
indicates their mutual relationship. Since social behavior is usually
reciprocal, global relationship variation can be described as a time
serial of undirected network graph F = {G<0> ,G<1> , ...}, where
G<t> consists of all ties at moment t . Each individual possess a
property vectors namely "opinion". Opinion represents his or her
ideology stand and varies with time as well. Thus all opinions com-
pose another time serial U = {X<0> ,X<1> , ...}. Besides moving
opinion, nodes are also associated with their respective personali-
ties ζ = [R,L,σ ,B], determining their social patterns at individual
level during network evolving.

3 NETWORK MODEL
Opinion and social tie are two key elements interacting with each
other during evolution process. On the one hand, individuals in the
group pay much attention to friends’ behavior and claims. Accord-
ing to "social influence" theory [8, 16, 28], they will more or less
agree with others over time, and thus lead to the convergence of
group opinion [19]. On the other hand, people have natural incli-
nation to seek for cognitive affinity, so tie is usually formed or kept
between those who hold similar views [23].

Besides common pattern, a certain individual is also driven by
innate personality and presents his own social fashion. For example,
whether someone is extroversive or introversive can largely deter-
mine his will in friend making; while tolerance and agreeableness
helps him or her to accept other views, etc.

Putting personality-based opinion propagation and ties forma-
tion together, we then propose the personalized evolution model
for social network and opinion (PENO), where evolution iterates
in an succinct way: (1) propagating opinion in light of social influ-
ence; (2) building social ties as per opinion affinity. In rest of this
section, we will introduce model details and show some interesting
phenomenon in simulation.

3.1 Opinion Propagation
To make PENO model clear, at first we have to decide the mecha-
nism how individual opinion propagates via social ties. As discussed
above, opinion is expressed as property vector in our proposition.
Thus modeling evolution implies to depict the association between
current opinion vector and those in the past. Since network evolu-
tion will become an incredibly complex process if extracting over-
much features as to time and topology, here we only take adjacent
moments into consideration (e.g. x<t> → x<t+1> ).

Previous work models property change very straightforwardly:
forcing properties in adjacent moments to be similar via a variety
of regulation/prior (e.g. Gaussian prior) [7, 25]. Admittedly it makes
property vary in a smooth fashion without abrupt mutation. While
it is also likely to cause meaningless vibration and refer none of
topology information. Then another idea came out to overcome its
flaw: For each entity, weighting and combining his current prop-
erty and neighbors’ property as the property in next moment. For
instance [12]:

x<t+1>n ∼ N (x<t>n ,σ 2) (1)
where x<t>n is the property average of person n and all his neigh-
bors. Such genre includes social impact compared to the earlier. But
it turns out nodes will easily be trapped into communities and stop
moving in this case [11, 25].

In a recent study, the concept of velocity are introduced to re-
lieve the "community trap" phenomenon [11]. In nature, velocity
represents the moving trend of position. Likewise, node velocity
directly draws property variation between adjacent moments. Both
statics and abrupt change can be avoided as long as velocity is kept
non-zero and slight. This analogy also have intuitive explanation
to opinion dynamics in social network: opinion stands for one’s
ideology and thus gradually grows with living experience over time.
When someone spends time on personal affairs, his opinion mi-
grates along his previous track rather than staying. At some other
time, if people are taking social activity in a group, though their
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(a) moment = 0 (b) moment = 80 (c) moment = 200

Figure 2: Entities migration in social network.

(a)r ∼ N (1, 1) (b)b ∼ N (3, 1) (c)σ ∼ N (4, 1)

Figure 3: Migration of entities with different personalities (moment = 200).

opinion will not be immediately affected by each other, opinion
tracks tend to be similar seeking for "affinity".

Based on above description, opinion should vary as per the fol-
lowing formula:

®x<t+1>n = ®x<t>n + ®v<t>
n (2)

where x refers to opinion. To simplify computation, velocity value
is fixed in rest of the paper, so that we only need to consider its
direction. Vector size of opinion and direction are assumed to be 2
dimension:

®x<t>n = (z<t>n , c<t>n ) (3)
and

®v<t>
n = v<t>

n · (cosθ<t>n , cosθ<t>n ), (4)
which helps to visualize entities in simulation. Surely it can be ex-
tended to any positive integer and do no harm to model scalability.

personality. Captured common feature of opinion dynamics, we
draw a outline of propagation that treat everyone uniformly. While
social group consists of various kinds of individuals and performs
locally. For instance, politicians prefer to lead a team and devote into
persuading others; while some others are good at listening ideas
and accept new views very soon, referred as "follower" in study [6].
Here we formally introduce a core concept - personality. By setting

several major personality genre as independent parameters for
each person, PENO model owns much more power to grasp social
behavior at individual level than those discussed above. Fusing Big
Five Character theory and concepts in cutting-edge study [3, 17, 27,
33], we eventually introduce four kinds of personality: openness,
leadership, and neuroticism, agreeableness. As per their working
fields, three kinds are interpreted below, and agreeableness will be
referred in tie formation section. Since social impact are regarded as
updating the direction of opinion velocity, overall impact to person
i should be the weighted sum of impact from his neighbors:

imp<t>i =
∑

(i,k )∈G<t>

lk
λ<t>i

△θ<t>ki (5)

where lk indicates leadership. leadership shows the power of a per-
son persuading friends to be alike himself, i.e. with similar opinion
trend. λ<t>i is the leadership sum of person i’s friends. It serves as
a normalization factor to adaptively restrict the range of new opin-
ion trend θ<t+1>i . Thus value for leadership can be any positive
number. △θ<t>ki = θ<t>k − θ<t>i reflects trend difference between
opinion of person k and i . Through propagation, opinion trend
mixes with social impact it receives and thus form a new trend,
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(a)states with volatile leaders at initial
moment.

(b)states with volatile leaders after mo-
ments.

(c)states with steady leaders after mo-
ments.

(d)states with steady leaders (inverse
trend).

Figure 4: Entity migration with different kinds of leaders (l = 20).

expressed as
θ<t+1>i ∼ N (θ<t>i + ri × imp<t>i ,σ 2

i ) (6)
ri is agreeableness and σi is neuroticism: agreeableness ri deter-
mines the degree a person conform to others’ opinion. The bigger
ri , the more acceptance. In boundary cases, if ri = 0, person i will
not believe any heard claims. His opinion varies singly. Otherwise
when ri = 1, the person totally follow friends regardless of himself.
Neuroticism σi measures how greatly opinion deviates the expected
track, considering noise and exception in environment. Its value
should not be less than 0.

Figure 1 presents exactly how our opinion propagation works
between a pair of friends i and j at certain moment t . As shown,
social impact is determined by personalities and opinion trends,
then the impact and their current trends contribute to future trends
at next moment t . And opinion of each person migrates as per his
current trend.

3.2 Tie Formation
Similar to propagating opinion, collective feature of individuals
also play an important role in determining social tie, as described
in this section.

Social tie reveals contact information of network. Such informa-
tion, however, is not static over time. Individual continuously make
new friends through a variety of daily activities. But there is no
way someone can keep in touch with all former friends: limited
energy and time for consuming. Furthermore, friendship also ends
when two no longer share common views. To accommodate this
phenomenon, network does not inherit existed ties till newmoment.
Instead, they will be formed at each moment in our model.

Recalling latent space model[13], we should devise an evaluation
function to score all pairs of persons, and then the score determine
corresponding tie will be formed or not. Spontaneously we can take
the advantage of introduced properties i.e. opinion and personality
to make evaluation.

As per description about affinity, individuals appreciate neigh-
bors who hold alike views and prefer to contact them. Hence in fact
the function aims to evaluate opinion similarity. Assuming each
dimension of opinion have equal importance, Euclidean distance is
selected as the measure of similarity. With Consideration of model
scalability, we further adapt Gaussian function to form ties. Specifi-
cally, when we expect to determine tie between person i and j at
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moment t , evaluation function is mapped to a probability

p<t>i j = exp(−1
ξ 2

| |x<t>i − x<t>j | |2

bibj
) (7)

and
e<t>i j ∼ Bernoulli(p<t>i j ) (8)

where ξ is a system parameter to control the overall tie formation
difficulty. openness bn draws ones’ willing in making friends. Note
that a pair (bi ,bi ) multiplies in the formula so that they have to
work together, indicating friends need mutual support. Obviously
bn also cannot be negative. Tie will be generated in the probability
pi j .

3.3 Framework
Integrate opinion propagation and tie formation into an iterative
process, network evolution become complete in our model. At each
moment t , network topology is formed given opinion and openness
of each entity (affinity), then opinion trends are updated according
to the topology and other kinds of personality(social influence),
determining opinion at next moment t + 1. Entire evolution process
can be described as Algorithm 1 presents.

4 SIMULATION
To validate the effectiveness of ourmodel and study dynamic feature
of group, we conduct simulation experiment and visualize some
interesting results.

Settings.Here we provide evolution as to 300 entities in a variety
kinds of settings. For initialization, each nodes are assigned a two-
dimensional coordinate vector as per normal distribution, whose
mean is 4. Visualization scale is set to four times of the mean i.e. 16
for birds eye observation. Opinion velocity is 0.03, minute enough
to smooth evolution process. These settings are identical across
simulation section. Since how personalities contribute to social
connection is the most interesting topic in our model, we mainly
investigate their impact on evolution, as shown below.

Figure 2 presents the benchmark so that results in other figures
are compared with it for analysis. Basic settings for personalities are
r ∼ N (0.6,1), l ∼ N (0.3, 1), σ ∼ N (1, 1), b ∼ N (0.3, 1). They are also
subjected to range constraints as discussed in model section. Other
figures are with the same if not specifically mentioned. In figures,
node placement refers to opinion, arrow is trend. Node color, node
size, and arrow length corresponds to openness, agreeableness, and
leadership respectively.

Phenomenons. Thanks to these visualization skills, we observe
some intuitive phenomenons from Figure 2:

(1) Outlier moves merely along his own direction. As in daily
scenarios, if someone holds a distinct view, communication becomes
much harder than usually, so does making friends. Inversely, limited
guidance from others will lead to more deviation to common idea.
Therefore, maybe he never take part in social interaction at all.

(2) Entity with high openness (black) are much likely to follow
the mainstream opinion. This is also reasonable: mainstream are
formed by opinions of many entities. Openness indicates one’s
willing to accept other opinion. In this case, his original opinion
cannot be compared with mainstream over time.

Algorithm 1: Personalized evolution model
for social network and opinion

1: For t = 0 to T:
2: If t == 0:
3: // initialization
4: For n = 1 to N:
5: initialize personalities rn , ln ,σn ,bn
6: initialize opinion x<0>n and opinion trend θ<0>n
7: End
8: Else:
9: // opinion propagation
10: For n = 1 to N:
11: calculate social impact imp<t>n
12: sample trend θ<t>n given θ<t−1>n ,imp<t>n ,rn ,σn
13: update opinion x<t>n given x<t−1>n , θ<t−1>n
14: End
15: End:
16: // tie generation
17: For i,j = 1 to N:
18: calculate probability p<t>i j given x<t>i ,x<t>j ,ri ,r j
19: generate tie e<t>i j in the probability p<t>i j
20: End
21: End

(3) Opinion gathers into different communities and continuously
attracts new members. Take parties as example, republicans exactly
have identical vision and absorb individuals who are devout to it.

Analysis. Figure 2(a)-(c) have showed opinion convergence
through our evolution process. In certain social scenarios, members
do expect to acquire efficient agreement e.g. election for superior-
ity. Thus it quite drives our curiosity to investigate how to make
opinion gather fast and closely. Specifically, here we are trying to
figure out what kind of personality is crucial or necessary in a social
activity for consensus.

In Figure 3, (a)-(c) are placement of persons after 200 moments
evolution. Compared to Figure 2(c), they have: stronger openness,
stronger agreeableness, and weaker neuroticism (higher value for
σ ) respectively, as captains present. Obviously openness and agree-
ableness contribute to opinion convergence given that nodes in
Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) are denser. This should attribute to re-
inforced communication. While raising σ to a considerable level
leads to disorder of entire group. It accords with situations when
we meet horror exceptions like disaster.

For leadership, we pick up three lucky person and manipulate
their values for leadership. So that their leader identity is assumed.
In Figure 4, leaders’ trend are expressed as blue arrows. Ideal out-
come should be that we authorize several persons, then they sum-
mon and encourage others to meet opinion agreement. While as
Figure 4(b) presents, though leaders quite gather opinions in a
degree, there remains overt communities deviating their track. As-
sociate their initial state (shown in Figure 4(a)) to analyze, the three
leaders also gradually changed their opinion trends as the public.
In this mean, they are not firm to original idealogy. Thus some
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Figure 5: Probabilistic graph expression of PENO model.

followers are lost on the way: they cannot catch up with trend
variation all the time. We call such leader as "volatile leader".

Opposite to "volatile leader", leaders could be classified to another
genre namely "steady leader". Steady leaders are confident to their
opinion and provide reliable support to others. As a result, high
convergence is more likely to occur. We model steady leader by
assigning no openness to leaders, which makes sense as per above
description. Figure 4(c) shows evolution outcomes with three steady
leaders. Apparently majority of entities follow their respective
leaders. Figure 4(d) is contrast to Figure 4(c). Even if we contrived to
inverse leaders’ opinion trends at moment 50, similar convergence
is observed at moment 200. These comparison sufficient explain
the superiority of "steady leader" over "volatile leader".

According to above analysis, we conclude key factors to form
a coherent team: members should be highly agreeable and open
to diversified ideas, so that sufficient communication can be guar-
anteed. Safe environment is also crucial, otherwise opinions will
not be subjected to any rules. Last but not least, the team requires
person with steady view to be leader rather than someone is easily
exposed to other perspectives.

Thanks to carefully devised mechanism for network dynamics,
we have found some recognized phenomenon in social network
by running simulation(opinion convergence[26] and leadership
effect[24]). So that our model indeed has promising capacity to
verify social science through computation.

5 PREDICTION
Apart from modeling network dynamics and interpreting phenom-
enon in realistic scenes, a desired evolution model should be able to
predict personal behaviors. Concretely, personalities and opinions
serve as latent variables in our model and can be inferred when
network data is observed, then the estimated variables are further
used to predict context information in future. In this section, we
propose partial training algorithm for PENO model. Further its
validity is demonstrated by sufficient experiments.

5.1 Training
Since we model both opinion propagation and tie generation into
probabilistic process, PENO model could be expressed as a prob-
abilistic graph (shown as Figure 5) and thus have the potential
to learn parameters as per Maximum Likelihood Estimation. Our
learning objective is to maximize overall probability in the entire
evolution process, i.e. joint probability of formed ties and entity
properties. Hence parameters should be inferred by

X ,Θ, [ϒ, ι, ς , β] =

arдmax
X ,Θ,[ϒ, ι,ς,β ]

T∏
t=1

P(G<t> |X<t> ,θ<t> ,b)

×
T∏
t=2

P(θ<t> |θ<t−1> ,G<t−1> , [ϒ, ι, β])

(9)

where X = {x<t>}Tt=1, Θ = {θ<t>}Tt=1, and ϒ = {rn }Nn=1, ι =
{ln }Nn=1, ς = {σn }Nn=1, β = {bn }Nn=1, respectively.

Since PENO model is subjected to velocity mechanism(Equation
2-4), it becomes quite arduous for us to derive global optimal so-
lution. Inspired by EM algorithm where latent variable also took
important place, we propose an effective approach to train partial
parameters in turn. Thanks to continuously refined objective in
each turn of optimization, PENO model will eventually be tuned
to a state with expected global performance. While one critical
issue in training deserves discussion – step order. Order determines
parameters’ association and thus optimization gradient. Sometimes
it even affects whether the method works well.

Our strategy is to rank parameters as per their association with
observed data, i.e. network graph series. Specifically, optimization
consists of three steps: (1) train β ; (2)train [ϒ, ι, ς]; (3)train X and
Θ. In each step, we adopt stochastic gradient ascending method to
ensure sampling efficiency.

5.1.1 train β
As probability graph shows, β directly relates to observed data and
involves the fewest parameters in inference. Thus training β at first
becomes spontaneous. Training β is equivalent to maximizing joint
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(a)legislative votes. (b)Digg friendship.

Figure 6: Performances on Predicting for different time span.

tie formation probability:
β∗ = arдmax

β
P(F |X , β) (10)

After stochastic sampling, β can be tuned as per the partial deriva-
tive of tie generation probability with respect to β . Given specific
tie e<t>i j between person i and j at moment t ,

b∗i = bi +
∂loд(pti j )
∂bi

= bi +
−1
ξ 2

×
||xti − xtj | |
−b2i ∗ bj

(11)

b∗j is derived in the same way.

5.1.2 train X and Θ
After tuning β , rest relation in inference is: [ϒ, ι, ς] → Θ → X .
Once Θ is estimated, X will also be fixed as per velocity. Hence
then we should train Θ and X .
As Θ and X are correlated with respect to adjacent moments, they
are also tuned in a time-dependent pattern. At moment 0, opinion
can be inferred by maximizing the probability of initial observed
relation graph:

X<0>∗ = arдmax
X <0>

loд(P(G<0> |X<0> , β)) (12)

Given a stochastic sampled tie e<0>i j between person i and j at
initial moment 0, x<0>i =< m<0>

i ,n<0>i > is estimated as per tie
generation rule:

z<0>∗i = z<0>i +
∂loд(p<0>i j )

∂z<0>i

= z<0>i +
−1
ξ 2

×
2(z<0>i − z<0>j )

bi ∗ bj

(13)

z<0>∗j , c<0>∗i , c<0>∗j are estimated as the same way. Then we are
able to derive x<1>∗ based on Equation (3) and (4),x<0>∗, andθ<0> .
After that, at each moment t(s .t . t > 1), as long as θ<t−1> ,G<t−1>

and X t are provided, θ<t> is estimated by:
θ<t>∗ = arдmax

θ <t>
[loдP(θ<t> |θ<t−1> ,G<t−1> , [ϒ, ι, ς])

×P(G<t+1> |θ<t> ,X<t> , β)]
(14)

Given specific tie e<t>i j between person i and j at moment t ,

θ<t>∗i = θ<t>i +
∂loд(p<t+1>i j )
∂θ<t>i

+

∂loдN (θ<t−1>i + ri
∑

(i,k )∈G<t−1>

lk
λ<t−1>
i

△θ<t−1>ki ,σ 2
i )

∂θ<t>i

= θ<t>i +
∂loд(p<t+1>i j )
∂θ<t>i

+

−θ<t>i + θ<t−1>i + ri
∑

(i,k )∈G<t−1>

lk
λ<t−1>
i

△θ<t−1>ki

σ 2
i

(15)
∂loд(p<t+1>i j )
∂θ<t>i

=
−1

ξ 2bibj

∂ | |x<t+1>i − x<t+1>j | |2

∂θ<t>i

=
−1

ξ 2bibj

∂(m<t+1>
i −m<t+1>

j )2

∂θ<t>i

+
−1

ξ 2bibj

∂(n<t+1>i − n<t+1>j )2

∂θ<t>i

(16)

According to Equation 7, we can infer
∂loд(p<t+1>i j )
∂θ<t>i

=
−2v
ξ 2bibj

[(m<t+1>
i −m<t+1>

j ) · (−sinθ<t>i )

+ (n<t+1>i − n<t+1>j ) · cosθ<t>i ]
(17)

5.1.3 train [ϒ, ι, ς]
Similar to Θ and X , ϒ, ι, and ς contribute to opinion dynamics as
well. It is nice to tune them according to time series. Objective in
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(a)agreeableness. (b)leadership.

(c)openness. (d)neuroticism.

Figure 7: Personalities Distribution in different groups.

this step is

[R∗,L∗,σ ∗] = arдmax
[R,L,σ ]

P([R,L,σ ]|F ,θ ) (18)

Given specific moment t , ϒ,ι, and ς are respectively tuned as per
the partial derivative of opinion evolution probability with respect
to them at moment t :

r∗i = ri +

∂loдN (θ<t−1>i +
∑

(i,k )∈G<t−1>

ri lk
λ<t−1>
i

△θ<t−1>ki ,σ 2
i )

∂ri

= ri + (θ<t>i − θ<t−1>i −
∑

(i,k )∈G<t−1>

ri lk

λ<t−1>i
△θ<t−1>ki )

×

∑
(i,k )∈G<t−1>

lk
λ<t−1>
i

△θ<t−1>ki

σ 2
i
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σ ∗
i = σi +

∂loдN (θ<t−1>i +
∑

(i,k )∈G<t−1>

ri lk
λ<t−1>
i

△θ<t−1>ki ,σ 2
i )

∂σi

=

σ 4
i − σ 2

i + θ
<t>
i − θ<t−1>i − ∑

(i,k )∈G<t−1>

ri lk
λ<t−1>
i

△θ<t−1>ki

σ 3
i

(20)
Given a stochastic sampled tie e<t>i j between person i and j at
initial moment t ,

l∗i = li +

∂loдN (θ<t−1>j +
∑

(j,k)∈G<t−1>

r j lk
λ<t−1>
j

△θ<t−1>k j ,σ 2
j )

∂li

= li + [(θ<t>j − θ<t−1>j −
∑

(j,k )∈G<t−1>

r j lk

λ<t−1>j
△θ<t−1>k j )]

×
r j (λ<t−1>j − li )

(λ<t−1>j )2σ 2
j

△θ<t−1>ji (21)

So far, all parameters have been tuned in the training turn. Such
strategy possesses another overt advantage: each parameter is opti-
mized later than its predecessor in inference. Thus they would not
interfere mutually when optimization process is ongoing.

5.2 Data
In experiments, we base model training on two typical datasets
with respect to idealogy:

Legislative voting. In congress, a new bill should be introduced
by a sponsor for consideration. After that, other members vote for it
to present support or not one by one. Voting records convey direct
information about political stand and social ties. Collected data
contain bills from 1983 to 2017. Minimum moment interval is set
to one month, and we get voting records within one year together
as network snapshot to smooth evolution process. Entire evolution
containsT = 382moments, N = 2, 180 legislators, 130, 692 bills and
2.1 million voting records.

Digg friendship. Digg is a news website where users recom-
mend stories and articles to the public. Friendship on Digg exactly
indicates the users sharing similar idealogy. Minimum moment
interval is set to three days. We assume that friendship will not
spontaneously break. In total, T = 209 moments, selected users
N = 5, 000, and 68,546 friendship ties are considered.

5.3 Experiment
Performance comparison. To demonstrate the effectiveness of
our model, we compare its performance on prediction tasks with
several the-state-of-arts dynamic network baselines:
• Co-evolve social network model(CoNN)[11]: The basic model
where network structure and latent feature affect reciprocally
and evolve at the same time. The authors kindly share their code
and data.

• Dynamic social network with latent space models (DSNL)[25]:
This model updates properties as per distance-based probability.
For fair comparison, we remove its trick on initialization.

• Latent feature propagation model(LFP)[12]: Primary idea relies
on binary latent feature propagation. It aims to mine connection
from finite common behaviors or interests.

• Phase transition model(PTM)[30]: An approach to describe mol-
ecule behaviors during phase transition. We set its properties
equal to ours when the first moment requiring prediction comes.

Dimension of latent variable is fixed at 2, and other settings are
included in Table 1. Later analysis reveals that system parameters
have no severe impact on our model within certain ranges.

Table 1: System Settings

parameter value

velocity 3 × 10−3
iteration times 5

ξ 0.6

Figure 6 shows prediction performance given different time span
to predict. The span t indicates that if network graph series from
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Figure 8: Estimated leaders in congress over time.

initial moment t0 to a certain moment t∗ are observed, our goal is
to estimate network evolution till the last moment t∗ + t . We rank
each tie as per its formation probability and then evaluate AUC
scores, averaged on all time span (t ,t∗ + t] within data range.

Personality distribution. As PENO incorporates personality
effect, it would also be interesting to study what it is alike through
learning. Figure 7 presents distribution of the four personality gen-
res in groups, respectively. For each genre, we classify a person
according to its value:(1) higher than average by more than 20% →
"high"; (2) lower than average by more than 20% → "low";(3) oth-
erwise→ "medium". And columns for "Voting" and "Digg" in sub-
graphs are presented as reference. Their classification is based on
ties of the person have in raw data.

We can find that voting group has more percents of persons
with both high leadership and low leadership than Digg. Its overall
agreeableness average also exceeds. This should attribute to their
difference in system structure: Congress is highly Centralized by
parties and leaders, while Digg encourage everyone to share opin-
ions. Neuroticism comparison also reveals that voting activity is
much more intentional than article recommendation.

Times leader. In voting prediction, we also extract the congress-
men with top 3 high leadership for each decade. This provides us
another perspective to take a glance on times political leaders. As
Figure 8 presents, we indeed discover some names who are highly
motivated to promote legislative bills like Robert Matsui and Car-
olyn Maloney [1, 15]. And Leon Panetta is the former United States
Secretary of Defense. It is noteworthy that they three are exactly

well-known for firm political stand, which accords to our findings
in simulation section.

Sensitivity Analysis. In figure 9, model performance are shown
with different settings for system parameters (time span t are fixed
at 10). Obviously, they will not cause decisive impact on learning
evolution.

(a) iteration rounds. (b) ξ .

Figure 9: Parameter study on system parameters.

6 DISCUSSION
Unlike previous approaches to describe dynamic network, PENO
introduces personality factors into co-evolution process of entity
properties and ties. By learning parameters, our model has poten-
tial to profile a group of users given time series of their social
relationship, and further extends to a variety of human-centered
application - recommending article style, predicting travel route,
or arranging exercise plan. These tasks always involves both social
relationship and personal preference. So if PENO could be com-
bined to other methods that are focused on dealing with private
information in concrete scenes, there will be a great chance to learn
multi-tasks at the same time, or to transfer experience of one type
to another by sharing latent features or inheriting property values
as initialization. Figure 10 give an example to illustrate our vision.

7 RELATEDWORK
Dynamic Network. Understanding how social network evolves
with links and properties has been a research hotspot recently. The
most classical type of networkmodel is latent space model[9, 13, 32].
It assumes the snapshot of a social network is generated according
to the positions of individuals in an unobserved social space. While
the position usually play a implicit role and cannot convey intuitive
meaning in social science as they are latent. Another common idea
is based on hidden Markov model, where latent variables merely de-
pends on their last values[12, 34? ]. And evolution of latent features
is regarded as regression of future variable series of the entities to
accommodate dynamic networks. These methods, however, fail to
consider the mutual impact between variable and network struc-
ture during evolution[11]. Also, none of aforementioned models
attempts to understand evolving network from mental analysis at
individual level.

Social Psychology. Other than computer model, psychology
study investigates network as group behavior. Individual sponta-
neously presents innate characteristic, which usually attributes to
personality, and group feature formed by social influence [18, 28, 29].
As per Big five personality classification[5], the agreeableness of
a person indicates his willing to accept views from others. Open-
ness stands for whether he would like to make friends with others,
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Figure 10: The vision of PENO in multi-task learning.

and neuroticism reveals his emotional stability, even this is easily
influenced by environment factor. Inverse to agreeableness, an-
other genre namely leadership is proposed for revealing someone’s
ability in persuading people[24]. In information network, idealogy
or opinion exactly suits to represent the person so that opinion
propagation becomes a prevalent form of social influence [2, 22].
Although all these illustration seems reasonable, these studies have
to face huge difficulty in collecting data from questionnaires. Hence,
their conclusion are unable to be supported by large-scale data.

8 CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose PENO, a dynamic network model for
understanding interaction between social relationship, individual
idealogy, and innate personality. Everyone produces his unique
impact to friends and meanwhile receive reciprocal impact. So that
idealogy propagates via ties over time. Then idealogy affinity will
also be reappraised to grasp a snapshot of network graph. Simula-
tion demonstrates the contribution of personality to group idealogy
and further concludes prerequisites of achieving agreement. It is
a promising method to verify social science by computation. In
prediction tasks on two typical dataset(legislative votes and Digg
friendship), experiments exhibit not only our advantage over the
state-of-the-arts, but also the capacity to reveal social feature of
a group and its leaders during different periods. PENO gives the
very first attempt to understand network evolution from a social
psychology perspective. In future, we expect to fuse it with other
approaches in more human-centered applications by multi-task
learning and transfer learning.
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